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Are you a good, single woman over 60 who have still feels fabulous? Or perform you feel well recent
your use-by-date? Are you a quitter, or perform you should have to live a life full of energy, inspiration
and fulfilment? It's under no circumstances too past due to smell the roses. This reserve is a celebration of
smart, single women over 60 and the many roles they play over their life time. But wait, by what criteria is
it possible to be deemed clever? That's easy . who pulls those strings? After an extended lifestyle of
habitual behaviour and ingrained responses, can ladies over 60 make those necessary adjustments? you
deem yourself as wise, no outside authority is needed, is it? In fact, for many seniors, outside authority is
necessary. Someone else's acceptance is necessary. This road map has been dependant on her parents and
by society and if she doesn't follow the path marked within she may pay out a high and sometimes
extremely harsh price. I believe we're grown up right now; I believe we are able to grant acceptance to
ourselves, to choose how to live our own lives, can't we? What we have now hold in our mind and our
center is more important than youth.. Over 60 STILL Fabulous? That's a major reason for writing this
book. Isn't it period we broke free?. I completely believe they are able to, but only if they want to, only
when they believe they can. If you are fed up with living on the Island of Lack: Lack of Courage, Lack of
Confidence and Lack of Celebration, then this publication is for you. How to Make THE OTHERS of Your
Life THE VERY BEST of Your Life gives smart, single women over 60 a roadmap to a destination of their
own choosing. As you sort out the five-part formula 'From Today to WOW', you'll see ways to live a
happier, healthier life. It turns out that control starts at the very beginning: a baby woman is born right
into a pink globe with the roadmap of her life's journey currently in place. Yes! People often make harsh
statements about older people, but if we are previous our use-by-date, who units that date;
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This book is amazing.), and best of all, it has plenty of valuable advice that are equally useful for males
(me included)." Well I didn't know how ready I was.Victoria includes a wonderful way of imparting her
knowledge on the pages. I know Victoria personally and We wasn't at almost all surprised to learn such a
very important book because she is what she says! It really is an easy-to-follow process similar to my
5-step process to downsizing your house with design. I thumbed through the book and chatted away
about how it all came into being etc. After coffee I purchased the publication and when I went home I
started reading it immediately. All I could say, is WOW!For me personally chapter 9 was successful,
Victoria talks about peoples changing attitudes towards us, and the sensation this change has to do with
us, this hit home with me.There are people all around the world with integrity, vision, belief in humanity
and the drive and determination to accomplish something about it - to support and promote the changes
humanity needs to make to get back on the right track, to realise that we are almost all one, that we all
share the same fundamental vision for our lives. Everything installed for me as if Victoria was speaking to
me only. A great book atlanta divorce attorneys way. This reserve is amazing. It is easy to read and follow
and her vibrant personality shines through. I read about Victoria's book 1 day in the internet.Our world is
along the way of major changes that will lead ultimately to a better world, as humanity passes away of
this present state of crisis where we seem hell-bent on destroying our planet and anyone or anything that
gets in the form of our personal or collective interests. You don't have to wait until you are 60 years.I tip
my hat for you, Victoria – this book really struck a chord with me. I cherished the content and the way I
felt when i completed reading it. The only way for me is up. Life differs now.Again, this publication gave
some invaluable tools with which I can move forward. The present instant is all there is certainly. I hadn't
fulfilled Victoria before but today I salute her so you can get this book out presently there. ... A book for
anyone who wants to capitalise on an eternity of experience.As you do with books I began to flick
thought it, then began to go through it. Victoria’s publication was well crafted, interesting and interesting
on many levels:I started to see my mother in a different light, with a lot less judgement and a better
understanding of her. I have to admit, I did find it hard to place down. Victoria then goes on to indicate
that not everything is normally ‘about me’ that people all have things going on in our lives and frequently
change in behaviour may be more related to themselves, and ‘the reason we don’t know why, is usually
we don’t actually ask’. For me personally this realisation was extremely liberating, as I right now
understand I'm perfect (just jokey). Much like everything that has regarding self improvement and
enhancing our quality of life, it requires a degree of organised commitment, Victoria reflects into her own
encounters well and shares in a way we can enjoy. Simply when you think it is all over it is really all
beginning Beautifully written Love everything about this book.Thanks VictoriaBernadette Cheet Five
Stars PROMPT AND ADEQUATE Three Stars Easy to read ESSENTIAL Read Book for anybody Who
Would Like To Design an improved Life After 60 When a friend strongly suggested this book if you ask
me, I was a bit surprised (In the end it’s about how women more than 60 can discover ways to get a new
lease of life, to completely transformation their view of the rest of their life for the better – but I am a
man). But as my own mission is fundamentally about doing the same thing for older males, maybe I could
get some hints for my very own project?What I found: The book is beautifully presented and split into
short readable and amusingly titled chapters.. I was released to Victoria Rose We've all noticed, that
"When the college student can be ready the instructor appears. Among my favourite estimates is on page
215: "Many didn't realise, before end, that happiness is definitely a choice. Victoria includes a really smart
writing style, amusing, readable and infectious, and the data she's gained from her duration of teaching
people (including how to make use of firearms in the Australian army!) and many years more recently
helping older females to find their lives in a different perspective, has given her huge knowledge and
insight in to the human being psyche, and that is shared in this reserve in a way that is easy to read and
absorb.I highly recommend this publication to anyone who's thinking seriously about how exactly to



make the rest of their existence, the best of their existence, or anyone who feels that they are “over the
hill”, “a burden to society” “just waiting around to die” whatever-- the other predominant misconceptions so
common generally in most developed Countries, or to anyone who just wants an excellent read, and to
laugh at themselves and the individual condition generally.' This book can help and inspire any female.
Our world is normally dominated by big business and its ruthless self interests, nonetheless it is certainly
changing and a better world is in sight. I kept repeating to the tiny small tone of voice within, 'The
housework can wait' as this publication is more essential, life-changing. I believe that Victoria can be one
of those people and that her book will provide a ray of enlightenment in the lives of all who read it. this
book really struck a chord with me I found this book to be of tremendous help and true instruction to
changing my views..This is a not really a book to be read and then be placed back on the shelf, you need
to absorb, take down notes and implement. I now view circumstances with an open brain, stop acquiring
thingspersonally, and start up conversations.Victoria supplies the reward seeing that: once you follow
through on that dedication, it will do the job too. Being a very organised person I cherished just how how
she organized the publication in 5 parts and added action steps at the end of each part.This book took me
another step towards my very own personal goals, it helped me think about my very own ways, mistakes
and choices. I fill my times with meaning and reside in the moment. I wish I had browse this in my late
20's or early 30's. Many thanks. Just what a refreshing look at life after 60. Victoria isn't wasting her most
effective years and she actually is proving that life experience and maturity count.I must give mum her
publication! Just how that Victoria has written this is warm and engaging. She shares great strategies and
thought provoking questions that will help you uncover how to make the rest you will ever have, the best
you will ever have. but there are still some very nice tips for living a full lifestyle that everyone can .. It
quickly became obvious that Victoria’s book isn't just a fantastic step-by-step guide to a new life for ladies
over 60, but will be an similarly useful tool for women of any age (let’s face it, we all need a step by step
guide to help us through existence, and it appears to me the sooner we obtain it and begin to utilize it, the
better our lives will become. I'm only half method to 60, but there are still some great suggestions for
living a full life that everyone can use, aged 60 or not. ‘How to Make The Rest you will ever have The
Best of Your Existence’ for my mother I purchased Victoria Rose book ‘How to Make The Rest of Your
Life The Best of Your Existence’ for my mother. I was introduced to Victoria Rose, the writer of 'How to
help make the Rest of Your Life THE VERY BEST of Your Existence' at a beachside Cafe in Melbourne
while on holidays in 2014. Just what a refreshing look at life after 60. Victoria is certainly a true 'elder' - a
role that has been sadly lost inside our contemporary society. Being a very organised person I adored the
way how she structured the book in 5 ... All I can say is usually 'What a woman. I visited her website and
decided to get in touch with her to question if she was interested in recording a present for my podcast
'Downsize with Style'. I am an author myself and we exchanged our books. I found it very interesting
there are many similarities inside our approaches. You begins creating for yourself, the opportunities that
will enable you to grow in the direction of your selecting, through deliberate actions. Immediately I felt
comfortable, she has that knack of making others feel calm around her. Without action nothing at all will
change.My only problem was that once I started reading it, I could not put it straight down..It was super
easy to digest, the writer Victoria broke straight down the main principles in a manner that I possibly
could understand and visualise for myself in my own life therefore put into action." Great bedside read
for a daily dose of encouragement. I love Victoria's attitude and lifestyle I love Victoria's attitude and
approach to life. She talks the talk and walks the walk. That is a publication that reinforces that existence
isn't over once you reach an age group milestones. Victoria tells it the way it is - some hard loving mixed
with wonderful inspiration. I was a magnet to this feast of details that was in black and white before me.
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